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The Perfect Recipe For Murder A Cloverleaf
Cove C
Perfect for fans of Jenn McKinlay and Kate Carlisle, in Agatha
award-winning author Cynthia Kuhn’s series debut, small-town
bookseller and literary event planner Emma Starrs is out to
close the book on a killer intent on crashing the party. To help
save her family’s floundering Colorado bookstore, Starlit
Bookshop, newly minted Ph.D. Emma Starrs agrees to plan a
mystery-themed dinner party for her wealthy, well-connected
high school classmate Tabitha Baxter. It’s a delightful evening
of cocktails and conjecture until Tabitha’s husband,
Tip—hosting the affair in the guise of Edgar Allan Poe’s
detective C. Auguste Dupin—winds up murdered. In a
heartbeat, Emma and her aunt Nora, a famous mystery writer,
become suspects. Emma is sure the party’s over for Starlit
events, until celebrated author Calliope Nightfall, whose gothic
sensibilities are intrigued by the circumstances, implores the
bookseller to create a Poe-themed launch event for her latest
tome. Throwing a bash to die for while searching for additional
clues is already enough to drive Emma stark raven mad, but
another shocking crime soon reveals that Silvercrest has not
yet reached the final chapter of the puzzling case. Someone in
this charming artistic community has murder on the mind, and
if Emma cannot outwit the killer, she and her beloved aunt will
land behind bars, to walk free nevermore.
As the town of Greenwich, Connecticut, counts down to a
spooky celebration on October 31st, a horrifying murder leaves
Melanie Travis pawing for clues in a hair-raising game of trickor-treat . . . With just a few days left before Halloween,
everyone at Howard Academy is anticipating the guaranteed
sugar high they’ll experience from gorging on Harriet Bloom’s
famous marshmallow puffs. The school’s annual costume party
revolves around the headmaster’s assistant and her seemingly
supernatural batches of gooey goodies. So, it's a shock when
Harriet’s elderly neighbor is suddenly found dead with the
beloved dessert in his hand. Melanie knows her tenured
colleague would never intentionally serve cyanide-laced puffs to
a defenseless old man. But as explosive neighborhood gossip
reveals a potential culprit, it also brings her closer to sealing
her own doom. Because on an evening ruled by masked
revelers, Halloween might just be the perfect opportunity for a
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cold-hearted killer to get away with murder once again—this
time sending a nosy, unsuspecting sleuth to an early grave!
Come for the cozy, stay for the thrill of it The first in a brand
new series: A Gluten Free Mystery In a jam… Jam-making
besties, Mona Reilly and Vicki Lawton are gearing up for the
grand opening of Jammin' Honey. But when Mona is lured away
to taste some delectable pastries, their store burns down with a
victim inside--and all fingers point to Mona as the prime
suspect. Now, with the help the crazy Coupon Clippers clan,
Mona must prove her innocence and redeem her lifelong
dream. After all, she received her seed money from her crazy
and unpredictable Aunt Cee--and she can't possibly let her
down. With several attempts on her life and Vicki's shady new
beau in the picture, things look bleak for the jam-making
jailbird. Will Mona concoct a recipe to get herself out of this
very sticky situation? Praise for Diana Orgain "If you were
expecting warm and cute you'll be mistaken. Fast paced and
fun..." --Rhys Bowen, New York Times Bestselling Author
Recipes from classic mystery stories. "Relive your favorite
classic crime fiction and then whip up the food that helped
solve the crime."--Back cover.
Featured in The New York Times, The Globe and Mail, and the
Toronto Star
Mango, Mambo, and Murder
An unputdownable Irish village mystery
A Cajun Country Mystery
Diabolically Delicious Recipes from Contemporary Mystery
Writers
Murder with Fried Chicken and Waffles
FIRST IN A NEW SERIES! Talia Marby serves up delectable
English deep fried fare in the heart of the Berkshires?but
she soon discovers there's something fishy going on?
Sometimes in this life, you have to fish or cut bait. After
walking away from a miserable job and an even worse
boyfriend, Talia Marby has no regrets. She's returned to her
hometown and is happy to help her dear friend Bea Lambert by
working at Lambert's Fish & Chips, a cornerstone of a
charming shopping plaza designed to resemble an old English
village. But not all the shop owners are charming. Phil
Turnbull has been pestering Bea to sign a petition against a
new store opening up, and his constant badgering is enough
to make her want to boil him in oil. When Talia and Bea
stumble upon Turnbull murdered in his shop, the police
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suspect Bea. Now it's up to Talia to fish around for clues
and hook the real killer before her friend has to trade
serving food for serving time? Includes delicious recipes!
Barista Lana Lewis's sleuthing may land her in a latte
trouble as Tara Lush launches her new Coffee Shop mysteries.
When Lana Lewis' best -- and most difficult -- employee
abruptly quits and goes to work for the competition just
days before the Sunshine State Barista Championship, her
café's chances of winning the contest are creamed. In front
of a gossipy crowd in the small Florida town of Devil's
Beach, Lana's normally calm demeanor heats to a boil when
she runs into the arrogant java slinger. Of course, Fabrizio
"Fab" Bellucci has a slick explanation for jumping ship. But
when he's found dead the next morning under a palm tree in
the alley behind Lana's café, she becomes the prime suspect.
Even the island's handsome police chief isn't quite certain
of her innocence. But Lana isn't the only one in town who
was angry with Fabrizio. Jilted lovers, a shrimp boat
captain, and a surfer with ties to the mob are all suspects
as trouble brews on the beach. With her stoned, hippie dad,
a Shih Tzu named Stanley, and a new, curious barista
sporting a punk rock aesthetic at her side, Lana's prepared
to turn up the heat to catch the real killer. After all, she
is a former award-winning reporter. As scandal hangs over
her beachside café, can Lana clear her name and win the
championship -- or will she come to a bitter end?
The residents of Lake Eden, Minnesota, are planning to paint
the town red, white, and blue to celebrate the Fourth of
July—but the fireworks are already going off at Hannah
Swensen’s bake shop, The Cookie Jar. . . Lemon Meringue Pie
Murder Hannah Swensen thought she’d finally discovered the
recipe for a perfect life. But her sometime beau Norman
Rhodes tosses a surprise ingredient into the mix when he
phones to tell her he’s just bought a house from local
drugstore clerk Rhonda Scharf—which he plans to tear down in
order to build the dream home he and Hannah designed. It
seems the plan has been cooking for quite some time, and
Hannah’s shocked. Especially since her ring finger is still
very much bare. . . The good news is that the soon-to-betorn-down house is full of antiques—and Norman has given
Hannah and her mother first dibs. They uncover some gorgeous
old furniture, a patchwork quilt . . . and Rhonda Scharf’s
dead body. A little more sleuthing turns up the half-eaten
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remains of a very special dinner for two—and one of The
Cookie Jar’s famous lemon meringue pies. Now it’s up to
Hannah to turn up the heat—and get busy tracking down clues.
Starting in her very own kitchen. Includes nine original
cookie and dessert recipes for you to try! “Tasty . . .
Hannah is irresistible as a cookie fresh from the oven.”
—Publishers Weekly
A fast-talking businessman is felled by a frying pan: “Soul
food and sassy characters…a feast that will satisfy the
appetites of readers.”—Library Journal Welcome to Mahalia’s
Sweet Tea—the finest soul food restaurant in Prince George’s
County, Maryland. In between preparing her famous cornbread
and mashed potatoes so creamy “they’ll make you want to slap
your Momma,” owner Halia Watkins is about to dip her spoon
into a grisly mystery . . . Halia Watkins has her hands full
cooking, hosting, and keeping her boisterous young cousin,
Wavonne, from getting too sassy with customers. Having fasttalking entrepreneur Marcus Rand turn up in her kitchen is
annoying enough when he’s alive—but finding his dead body
face-down on her ceramic tile after hours is much worse.
Marcus had his enemies, and the cast iron frying pan beside
his corpse suggests that at last, his shady business deals
went too far. Halia is desperate to keep Sweet Tea’s name
out of the sordid spotlight but her efforts only make
Wavonne a prime suspect. Now Halia will have to serve up the
real villain—before the killer returns for a second helping
. . . Features delicious recipes from Mahalia’s Sweet
Tea,including Sour Cream Corn Bread and Sweet Corn
Casserole!
The Charlotte Denver Cozy Mystery Series - Book 2
Colorado Crimes
Claws for Celebration
Tastes Like Murder
Murder by Page One
Mango Cake and Murder
Laugh and cry along with Chef Pricilla Crumb as she cooks up trouble in a pot of mystery with a
spoonful of romance.
Two sisters get into catering and crimesolving in “a delicious mystery…that will have readers
begging for second helpings” (Leslie Maier). Bernadette Simmons wasn't sure what to expect
when she left L.A.—and her no-good, cheating boyfriend—to move back in with her family in
New York. And her sister Libby had no idea what she was in for when she hired Bernie to work
for her catering business. But in between cutting up canapés and dishing up desserts, the two find
themselves in the midst of a mystery they can sink their teeth into… Right now they’re baking
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cookies and slicing rare beef tenderloin to serve at a high school reunion. The dinner has a
Dracula theme and a very strange guest of honor: Laird Wrenn, a New York Times-bestselling
author of vampire novels. Libby and Bernie know this will be an evening unlike any other. And
they're proven right when Laird pours a glass of water, takes a long sip—and drops stone-cold
dead. Now, with murder on the menu and Libby under suspicion, the sisters must put their heads
together to figure out whodunit, in a mystery that promises to be deadly to the very last bite.
Includes 7 delectable recipes for you to try! “A naturally flowing narrative, lively and likeable
characters, and plenty of clever word play amid the foul play set this first novel above the
common run of cozies.”—Publishers Weekly “Fans who love culinary mysteries are going to gain
pounds after reading this delicious who-done-it.”—I Love a Mystery
A SLICE OF MURDER by Chris Cavender (Pizza Lover’s Mystery Book 1) From the Pizza
Lover’s Mysteries, first published by Kensington. Praise for A SLICE OF MURDER “Pizza
lovers will relish Cavender’s delightful first in a new cozy series.” Publisher’s Weekly “Cavender
introduces a promising cast of characters.” Booklist “A delightful mystery—as filling as a big
slice of warm pizza.” Armchair Detective “Saucy debut…with all the ingredients needed for an
enjoyable treat” Lesa’s Book Critiques “Cavender is an ace at writing cozies.” Library Journal A
Slice of Delight owner Eleanor Swift tries to deliver a pizza and discovers a dead body on the
kitchen floor instead. Eleanor and her sister, Maddy, must work together to solve the crime and
clear her name!
What happens when small-town murder meets a big-hearted café owner? Grab a cuppa, get
settled in your favourite reading spot, and get acquainted with café owner Charlotte Denver, the
well-meaning, but hilariously politically-incorrect members of her small-town community, and
Pippin the dog. These clean, fun, cozy mysteries have plenty of recipes to try for yourself, but no
gore, graphic language, sex or violence, and no pesky cliffhangers! Plenty of laughs, amateur
sleuthing, and murder await in this four-book collection, set on England's beautiful Cornish coast,
in the fictional town of St. Eves. TAPAS, CARROT CAKE AND A CORPSE - BOOK 1 Smalltown murder was never so calculated... When a stranger is murdered, the residents of a close-knit
community close ranks as the hunt for a killer gathers pace, and it's not long before inquisitive
café owner Charlotte Denver is desperate for a return to carefree, small-town life. Determined to
do whatever she can to see the killer behind bars, she starts poking around in things she
shouldn't... and discovers a secret that rocks the bustling coastal town to its core. FUDGE CAKE,
FELONY AND A FUNERAL - BOOK 2 Grief, greed and grudges - the perfect recipe for
murder... As the townspeople bid a final goodbye to a much-loved member of the community,
and relatives of the deceased arrive in St. Eves, it's not long before tempers flare as they become
consumed by greed, intent to get their hands on the family fortune. When a body is discovered,
will Charlotte find the vital clue to the killer's identity before anyone else is bumped off? SPARE
RIBS, SECRETS AND A SCANDAL - BOOK 3 Sometimes it's the people you think you know
best who are keeping the biggest secrets... As Charlotte prepares to move into her new home, life
couldn't be sunnier. However, when old friends return to the town, tragedy follows close behind
and it's not long before she finds herself trying to clear her best friend's name as long-hidden
secrets and a scandal from years gone by are revealed. In a race against time to save a loved one,
Charlotte needs every one of her amateur sleuthing skills as the story reaches it shocking climax.
Will she be too late to save the day? PUMPKINS, PERIL AND A PAELLA - BOOK 4 A ghost
from the past resurfaces at Halloween and Charlotte soon realises they'll stop at nothing to get
what they want... When a dead body is discovered during the annual St. Eves' Halloween fair, it
isn't long before Charlotte finds herself up to her neck in helping to solve another murder
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mystery. This one, however, proves to be a little too close to home for her liking as she finds
herself, and the man she loves, in danger. With clues to find, a killer to catch and a wedding to
organise, Charlotte has her work cut out. Come and solve the mysteries and have a little fun along
the way, with engaging characters, and a little romance. All books were written using British
English spelling and terminology. Approximate no. of pages: 822 OTHER BOOKS IN THE
CHARLOTTE DENVER SERIES Hamburgers, Homicide and a Honeymoon (5) Crab Cakes,
Killers and a Kaftan (6) Mince Pies, Mistletoe and Murder (7) Doughnuts, Diamonds and Dead
Men (8) Bread, Dead and Wed (9) Cozy murder mystery series, cozy murder mystery, cozy
murder mystery books, cozy murder, cozy mystery, cozy mysteries, cozy romance mystery,
amateur sleuth, female amateur sleuth, British cozy mystery, British cosy mystery, culinary cozy
mystery, culinary cozy mystery series, cozy mystery with recipes, small-town mystery,
lighthearted cozy mystery, happy endings, standalone cozy mystery, international cozy mystery,
clean cozy mystery, cozy mystery with dog, animal cozy mystery, quirky characters, nosy old
women
A Funny Quick Read Culinary Mystery
The Purrfect Murder
The Charlotte Denver Cozy Mystery Series Books 1 - 4
a Cookies & Chance Mystery
Open for Murder
Murder as Sticky as Jam
New York Times bestselling author and Queen of Culinary
Mysteries, Joanne Fluke, returns with a new recipe-filled
installment of Hannah Swensen's adventures in Lake Eden,
Minnesota, as the baker and super sleuth must solve a murder to
keep her sister out of jail! Spring has sprung in Lake Eden,
Minnesota, but Hannah Swensen doesn't have time to stop and
smell the roses--not with hot cross buns to make, treats to
bake, and a sister to exonerate... Hannah's up to her ears with
Easter orders rushing in at The Cookie Jar, plus a festive meal
to prepare for a dinner party at her mother's penthouse. But
everything comes crashing to a halt when Hannah receives a
panicked call from her sister Andrea--Mayor Richard Bascomb has
been murdered...and Andrea is the prime suspect. Even with his
reputation for being a bully, Mayor Bascomb had been unusually
testy in the days leading up to his death, leaving Hannah to
wonder if he knew he was in danger. There are plenty of suspects
to sift through for sure. And as orders pile up at The Cookie
Jar--and children line up for Easter egg hunts--Hannah must
spring into investigation mode and identify the real
killer...before another murder happens!
Murder rearranges the Yuletide carols into unexpected
eulogies... The O’Sullivans are spending Christmas in West Cork
with brother James’s fiancée Elise’s family, including her
grandfather, the famous orchestral conductor Enda Elliot. When
they learn everyone will choose a name from a hat to buy a musicrelated Christmas gift for someone else at the gathering, it
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seems like their greatest concern–until the cantankerous
conductor is discovered crushed under a ninety-pound harp in a
local concert hall. With the extended family–including Enda’s
much-younger new wife Leah, a virtuoso violinist–suspected in
his murder, it’s up to Siobhán to ensure the guilty party faces
the music. But as a snowstorm strands both families in a lavish
farmhouse on a cliff, Siobhán had better pick up the
tempo–before the killer orchestrates another untimely demise...
A charming Christmas cosy mystery, perfect for fans of Margaret
Mayhew and Dee Macdonald.
First in the Country Store Mystery series—include recipes! “A
nice cozy mystery with lots of comfort food and suspense.”—Rainy
Day Ramblings In this freshly baked series, author Maddie Day
lifts the lid on a small town in southern Indiana, where a
newcomer is cooking up a new start—until a murderer muddles the
recipe . . . Nursing a broken heart, Robbie Jordan is trading in
her life on the West Coast for the rolling hills of southern
Indiana. After paying a visit to her Aunt Adele, she falls in
love with the tiny town of South Lick. And when she spots a For
Sale sign on a rundown country store, she decides to snap it up
and put her skills as a cook and a carpenter to use. Everyone in
town shows up for the grand reopening of Pans ’N Pancakes, but
when the mayor’s disagreeable assistant is found dead, Robbie
realizes that not all press is good press. With all eyes on her,
she’ll have to summon her puzzle-solving skills to clear her
name, unscramble the town’s darkest secrets, and track down a
cold-blooded killer—before she’s the next to die . . . “What a
terrific debut! This deliciously clever cozy—set in a
deceptively charming little town—is fresh, intelligent, and
delightful. A winner!” —Hank Phillippi Ryan, Agatha, Anthony,
Macavity, and Mary Higgins Clark Award-winning author “You’ll
flip for this mouth-watering new series. Maddy Day serves up a
tasty mystery with a side of scenic country charm.”—Leslie
Budewitz, two-time Agatha Award-winning author of the Spice Shop
Mysteries
Recipes from a talented corps of writers who know how to cook,
with delicious anecdotes, some sound advice on where and when to
eat what you’ve just learned how to cook, and even recipes for
foods you’ve never heard of. Some contributors are Lilian
Jackson Braun, Donald E. Westlake, Anne Perry, Tony Hillerman,
Carol O’Connell, Parnell Hall and, of course, Anthony Bourdain.
Appetite for Murder
Howloween Murder
A Mystery Lover's Cookbook
A Beach Reads Mystery
A Tannie Maria Mystery
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A Side of Murder

Pour yourself a drink and discover your latest true crime obsession with this
guidebook that pairs 75 deliciously chilling cocktails with the infamous true crime
stories that inspired them. From terrifying serial killers to baffling cold cases and
secretive cults, murderinos can’t get enough of true crime. Now, you can have
yet another way to dive into these horrifyingly true stories with a first-of-its-kind
cocktail book that gives a new meaning to the phrase “bad and boozy.” Inside
Mixology and Murder, you’ll find 75 step-by-step drink recipes alongside the
terrifying stories that inspired them, from must-know cases like JonBenét
Ramsey and Ted Bundy to lesser-known stories like the Ant Hill Kids cult and the
Circleville Letter Writer. This cocktail book is your go-to resource for true crime
info and delightfully boozy drinks, including: Fugitive Fizz Sazer-Ax Murderer The
Perfect Lime (Mojito) Amityville Amaretto Colada Confessions In Cold Blood
Orange And More! Mixology and Murder is the perfect gift for any true crime
junkie who knows that, sometimes, the best way to deal with the excitement of a
serial killer finally getting caught or the frustration of finding out that case is still
unsolved is a good, strong drink.
As the owner of Mystery Cup Café in Wilton, Missouri, a town made famous by a
string of long-ago murders, Blake Harper is used to the mysterious. When her
barista is found strangled in a mound of coffee beans, Blake vows to find the
killer, even though her sister, the town’s lead police detective, tells her to stay
out of it. Blake finds plenty of suspects, like the owners of a rival coffee shop and
the handsome new bookstore owner. But when new threats are made, she soon
realizes the danger is centered around Mystery Cup and someone is targeting
her personally. Will Blake be able to solve the murder, find a new barista, and
perfect her recipe for espresso brownies before she becomes the next victim?
When the celebrity medium she hired for an event declares that there is a
murderer in their presence, bookstore manager and coloring book creator Florrie
Fox finds herself drawn into a strange mystery where she must expose a killer's
true colors.
A collection of recipes inspired by villains from the literary world is complemented
by story excerpts and quirky illustrations and includes such options as Snow
White's Evil Stepmother's Caramel Apples, Long John Silver's Sea Biscuits and
Tom Ripley's Venetian Lemon Chicken.
Suburban women who killed in post-World War II Sydney
Brewing Up Murder
Fudge Cake, Felony and a Funeral
Frightfully Good Food Inspired by Fiction
The Perfect Recipe for Murder
The Husband Poisoner
"A bold, intoxicating, page-turner" – Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times
bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six A Daily Mail Book of the
WeekThe #1 Toronto Star BestsellerThe #1 Globe and Mail BestsellerA
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Cityline Book Club PickA WI Life Magazine Book Club PickFeatured in The
New York Times, Parade, Crime Reads, Refinery29, Westport Magazine, The
Every Girl.When Alice Hale leaves a career to become a writer and follows
her husband to the New York suburbs, she is unaccustomed to filling her
days alone in a big, empty house. But when she finds a vintage cookbook
buried in the basement, she becomes captivated by its previous owner:
1950s housewife Nellie Murdoch. As Alice cooks her way through the past,
she realises that within the pages Nellie left clues about her life.Soon Alice
learns that while a Baked Alaska may seem harmless, Nellie's secrets may
have been anything but. When Alice uncovers a more sinister, even
dangerous, side to Nellie's marriage, and has become increasingly
dissatisfied with her own relationship, she begins to take control of her life
and protect herself with a few secrets of her own.REVIEWS"Recipe for a
Perfect Wife masterfully bridges the lives of two women, living sixty years
apart, who refuse to fall victim to the patriarchy. While Karma Brown's
signature style remains, it's laced with something sinister and dark. A
brilliant, brooding, timely novel, fraught with tension, that packs a punch.
Brown knows how to keep readers riveted until the very last page."– Mary
Kubica, New York Times bestselling author of The Good Girl"Recipe for a
Perfect Wife is a bold, intoxicating, page-turner. Karma Brown has long
been a favorite of mine and this book is proof she just keeps getting better
and better. This is a thrilling, audacious story about women daring to take
control."– Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling author of Daisy
Jones & The Six"A sly, smart look at two women across two different
decades as they navigate marriage, secrets, and society's expectations.
Brown's vivid storytelling deftly explores the joys and limitations of the role
of wife– a wonderful read."– Fiona Davis, national bestselling author of The
Chelsea Girls"I already knew that Karma Brown's contemporary novels are
exemplars of thoughtful, compelling, and truly original fiction. What I didn't
know before reading Recipe For a Perfect Wife is that she is equally at
home when writing historical fiction. In her hands, the constrained and
often suffocating lives of 1950s women– illuminated in a deftly handled
dual narrative that alternates between the present day and 60 years ago–
are revealed with real sensitivity, depth, and at times tenderness. And true
to Karma Brown, this is also a nail-biter of a tale, and one that kept me up
long past my bedtime. This is a delicious and thoroughly satisfying book."–
Jennifer Robson, bestselling author of The Gown"Karma Brown has
outdone herself with best book yet. Dual storylines set decades apart offer
one of the most emotionally stirring explorations of women's lives I have
ever read. Recipe for a Perfect Wife is page-turning look at identity, love,
legacy, marriage, and yes--food. I devoured it!– Jamie Brenner, bestselling
author of Drawing Home"Recipe for a Perfect Wife is as witty, charming,
and insightful as anything Karma Brown has written to date, but it's also
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got something more: it cuts straight to the heart of modern marriage by
going back in time. Flawless transitions between past and present remind
us of how far we've come while Brown's penetrating prose deftly
underscores the importance of staying the course on the journey ahead.
This timely novel is alarming and unforgettable, illuminating and ominous–
and perfect for your next book club discussion!"– Marissa Stapley,
bestselling author of The Last Resort"Recipe for a Perfect Wife is that
wonderful combination of fun to read, thought provoking, and mystery.
Told in the voices of two women living in different decades an
In small-town Crozet, Virginia, Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen and her feline
sleuthing partners, Mrs. Murphy and Pewter, investigate when her friend,
local architect Tazio Chappers, becomes the prime suspect in the killing of
his most difficult client, Mrs. Carla Paulson, found dead at a fundraiser with
Tazio standing over the body holding a knife. Reprint.
Hit whodunit writer Victoria Rienzi is getting back to her roots by working
at her family’s Italian restaurant. But now in between plating pasta and
pouring vino, she’ll have to find the secret ingredient in a murder.... When
Victoria takes a break from penning her popular mystery series and moves
back to the Jersey shore, she imagines sun, sand, and scents of fresh basil
and simmering marinara sauce at the family restaurant, the Casa Lido. But
her nonna’s recipes aren’t the only things getting stirred up in this Italian
kitchen. Their small town is up in arms over plans to film a new reality TV
show, and when Victoria serves the show’s pushy producer his last meal,
the Casa Lido staff finds itself embroiled in a murder investigation. Victoria
wants to find the real killer, but there are as many suspects as tomatoes in
her nonna’s garden. Now she’ll have to heat up her sleuthing skills
quickly…before someone else gets a plateful of murder. First in a new
series! RECIPES INCLUDED!
Maggie Crozat has the Halloween heebie-jeebies in USA Today bestselling
and Agatha Award-winning author Ellen Byron's howlingly funny sixth
Cajun Country mystery. Maggie Crozat, proprietor of a historic Cajun
Country B&B, prefers to let the good times roll. But hard times rock her
hostelry when a new cell phone app makes it easy for locals to rent their
spare rooms to tourists. With October--and Halloween--approaching, she
conjures up a witch-crafty marketing scheme to draw visitors to Pelican,
Louisiana. Five local plantation B&Bs host "Pelican's Spooky Past"
packages, featuring regional crafts, unique menus, and a pet costume
parade. Topping it off, the derelict Dupois cemetery is the suitably
sepulchral setting for the spine-chilling play Resurrection of a Spirit. But all
the witchcraft has inevitably conjured something: her B&B guests are
being terrified out of town by sightings of the legendary rougarou, a cross
between a werewolf and vampire. When, in the Dupois cemetery, someone
costumed as a rougarou stumbles onstage during the play--and promptly
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gives up the ghost, the rougarou mask having been poisoned with
strychnine, Maggie is on the case. But as more murders stack up, Maggie
fears that Pelican's spooky past has nothing on its bloodcurdling present.
Lemon Meringue Pie Murder
Recipes for Love and Murder
Three Romance Mysteries
Cocktails Inspired by Infamous Serial Killers, Cold Cases, Cults, and Other
Disturbing True Crime Stories
Recipe for a Perfect Wife
Murder Outside the Lines
Feline deadly this Christmas . . . Whisker Jog, New Hampshire, celebrates all things
Christmas, and few things are more beloved than the town's annual holiday cookie
competition. Lara Caphart, who runs the High Cliff Shelter for Cats with her Aunt Fran, is
waiting for the green light for a brand-new category: pet-friendly cookies. But when the woman
filling in as a last-minute judge dies after sampling someone's Santa-themed treat, Lara's
recipe for healthy cat snacks will have to be put on the back burner. The victim, Gladys Plouffe,
was the town's roundly despised former home economics teacher. The chief suspect is the
mother of Lara's best friend, who was hellbent on walking away with the bake-off's cash prize.
Cryptic clues from beyond the grave only deepen the mystery, pointing to a cat with striking
blue eyes-a cat who bears an uncanny resemblance to Lara's mysterious Ragdoll. As Lara
begins a dangerous game of cat and mouse, not even her significant other may be able to stop
a perfectly clawful killer from getting away with the purr-fect crime . . . Praise for Linda Reilly's
Mysteries "I was kept guessing until the final chapter. . . . A perfect cozy mystery." -Susan
Furlong, author of the Georgia Peach Mysteries, on Escape Claws "I thoroughly enjoyed this
puzzler of a mystery. Reilly cooks up a perfect recipe of murder and mayhem in this charming
cozy." -Jenn McKinlay, New York Times bestselling author of the Hat Shop Mysteries, on Fillet
of Murder "Smart, sassy, and a little bit scary. Everything a good cozy should be!" -Laura
Childs, New York Times bestselling author of the Tea Shop Mysteries, on Fillet of Murder
Meet Tannie Maria: She’s fifty-something, short and soft (perhaps a bit too soft in the wrong
places) with brown curls and untidy Afrikaans. She is also the agony aunt for the local paper,
the Klein Karoo Gazette. One day, her life takes a sinister turn when a woman in the area is
murdered and she becomes entangled in the investigation ... to the intense irritation of a
handsome local policeman. But what else will this amateur detective uncover in a small town
marinated in secrets? Warm, poignant and entertaining, Sally Andrew’s delightful heroine
blends together intrigue, romance and cooking in this irresistible new mystery, complete with a
few mouth-watering recipes.
Murder is brewing at a world-famous cooking school in Chicago where two chefs turn up dead
shortly after Nancy Drew and Ned enroll for a course on a bet.
Samantha Barnes is back in her hometown on Cape Cod, working as a food writer. She has
inherited her great-Aunt Ida's dilapidated house, which comes complete with an enormous
puppy. Sam's new boss - and old friend - Keisha is very bossy. Her friends Jenny and Miles
insist on believing Sam is home for good and the town's new harbour master is none other
than her old flame, Jason. And then there's the matter of the body Sam finds, the body of the
woman who tore Sam and Jason apart ten years ago, Estelle. Everyone says it must be
accidental - but Sam is sure there's something fishy going on.
Murder in the Bayou Boneyard
Murder at an Irish Christmas
A Catered Murder
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How to Book a Murder
Flipped For Murder
An Italian Kitchen Mystery

What happens when small-town murder meets a big-hearted café owner? Grief, greed
and grudges. The perfect recipe for murder... The death of a much-loved member of
the community is the catalyst for another murder in the bustling English coastal town
of St. Eves. When relatives of the deceased arrive in town, it's not long before tempers
flare as they become consumed by greed, intent to get their hands on the family
fortune. As hostilities go from bad to worse, a body is discovered and café owner
Charlotte Denver becomes embroiled in a murder investigation. As she delves for clues
to the identity of the killer, she finds her life in danger as the story twists and turns its
way to a dramatic conclusion. Who is the mystery murderer? They say that blood is
thicker than water, but is that really the case? This is a light, clean, mystery with
characters who'll stay with you long after you've finished reading, and a selection of
recipes for you to try. It contains no graphic violence, language, sex, or cliffhangers.
Cozy murder mystery series, cozy murder mystery, cozy murder mystery books, cozy
murder, cozy mystery, cozy mysteries, cozy romance mystery, amateur sleuth, female
amateur sleuth, British cozy mystery, British cosy mystery, culinary cozy mystery,
culinary cozy mystery series, cozy mystery with recipes, small-town mystery,
lighthearted cozy mystery, happy endings, standalone cozy mystery, international cozy
mystery, clean cozy mystery, cozy mystery with dog, animal cozy mystery, quirky
characters, nosy old women
Cuban-American cooking show star Miriam Quiñones-Smith becomes a seasoned
sleuth in Raquel V. Reyes's Caribbean Kitchen Mystery debut, a savory treat for fans of
Joanne Fluke and Jenn McKinlay. Food anthropologist Miriam Quiñones-Smith's
move from New York to Coral Shores, Miami, puts her academic career on hold to stay
at home with her young son. Adding to her funk is an opinionated mother-in-law and a
husband rekindling a friendship with his ex. Gracias to her best friend, Alma, she gets
a short-term job as a Caribbean cooking expert on a Spanish-language morning TV
show. But when the newly minted star attends a Women's Club luncheon, a socialite
sitting at her table suddenly falls face-first into the chicken salad, never to nibble
again. When a second woman dies soon after, suspicions coalesce around a
controversial Cuban herbalist, Dr. Fuentes--especially after the morning show's host
collapses while interviewing him. Detective Pullman is not happy to find Miriam at
every turn. After he catches her breaking into the doctor's apothecary, he enlists her
help as eyes and ears to the places he can't access, namely the Spanish-speaking
community and the tawny Coral Shores social scene. As the ingredients to the deadly
scheme begin blending together, Miriam is on the verge of learning how and why the
women died. But her snooping may turn out to be a recipe for her own murder.
Riverdale meets Kara Thomas’s The Cheerleaders in this electrifying, twisted thriller
about estranged friends who reunite when someone commits the murder they’d
planned—but didn’t go through with—and leaves one of their own to take the fall.
Poppy, Lily, and Belladonna would do anything to protect their best friend, Raven. So
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when they discovered he was suffering abuse at the hands of his stepmother, they came
up with a lethal plan: petals of poppy, belladonna, and lily in her evening tea so she’d
never be able to hurt Raven again. But someone got cold feet, the plot faded to a secret
of the past, and the group fell apart. Three years later, on the eve of Raven’s
seventeenth birthday, his stepmother turns up dead. But it’s only belladonna found in
her tea, and it’s only Belladonna who’s carted off to jail. Desperate for help, Belle
reaches out to her estranged friends to prove her innocence. They answer the call, but
no one is prepared for what comes next. Now, everyone has something to lose and
something equally dangerous to hide. And when the tangled web of secrets and
betrayal is finally unwound, what lies at its heart will change the group forever.
Shocking real-life stories of murderous women who used rat poison to rid themselves
of husbands and other inconvenient family members. For readers of compelling history
and true crime, from critically acclaimed, award-winning author Tanya Bretherton.
After World War II, Sydney experienced a crime wave that was chillingly calculated.
Discontent mixed with despair, greed with callous disregard. Women who had lost their
wartime freedoms headed back into the kitchen with sinister intent and the household
poison thallium, normally used to kill rats, was repurposed to kill husbands and other
inconvenient family members. Yvonne Fletcher disposed of two husbands. Caroline
Grills cheerfully poisoned her stepmother, a family friend, her brother and his wife.
Unlike arsenic or cyanide, thallium is colourless, odourless and tasteless; victims were
misdiagnosed as insane malingerers or ill due to other reasons. And once one death
was attributed to natural causes, it was all too easy for an aggrieved woman to kill
again. This is the story of a series of murders that struck at the very heart of domestic
life. It's the tale of women who looked for deadly solutions to what they saw as
impossible situations. The Husband Poisoner documents the reasons behind the
choices these women made - and their terrible outcomes.
Mixology and Murder
Fillet of Murder
Arsenic and Adobo
A Slice of Murder
Banana Cream Pie Murder
Triple Chocolate Cheesecake Murder
If you love Hallmark mystery movies, you’ll love this cozy mystery with humor,
intrigue, and a librarian amateur sleuth. Marvey, a librarian, has moved from
Brooklyn to a quirky small town in Georgia. When she’s not at the library
organizing events for readers, she’s handcrafting book-themed jewelry and
looking after her cranky cat. At times, her new life in the South still feels
strange...and that’s before the discovery of the dead body in the bookstore. After
one of her friends becomes a suspect, Marvey sets out to solve the murder
mystery. She even convinces Spence, the wealthy and charming newspaper
owner, to help. With his ties to the community, her talents for research, and her
fellow librarians’ knowledge, Marvey pursues the truth. But as she gets closer to it,
could she be facing a deadly plot twist? This first in series cozy mystery includes a
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free Hallmark original recipe for Classic Peach Cobbler.
After an extravagant honeymoon, Hannah's eager to settle down in Lake Eden
and turn domestic daydreams into reality. But when her mother's neighbor is
discovered murdered in the condo downstairs, reality becomes a nightmarish
investigation. Victoria Bascomb, once a renowned stage actress, was active in the
theater community during her brief appearance in town ... and made throngs of
enemies along the way. Did a random intruder murder the woman as police claim,
or was a deadlier scheme at play? As Hannah peels through countless suspects
and some new troubles of her own, solving this crime - and living to tell about it might prove trickier than mixing up the ultimate banana cream pie.
Deep in the heart of touristy small-town Spirit Canyon, South Dakota, former
journalist Zo Jones runs the Happy Camper gift shop, where she sells everything
from locally made souvenirs to memorabilia. She even rents out mountain bikes,
and dabbles in the adventure industry—and sleuthing . . . It’s Memorial Day
weekend in Spirit Canyon, and for Zo that means the return of summer shoppers.
It also means the return of her good friend Beth, who’s moved back to the area to
reopen her family’s premier hotel, Spirit Canyon Lodge. Beth and Zo spent many
childhood summers there and Zo can’t wait to reconnect and celebrate the Grand
Opening. But the festivities go from bad to worse when a power outage knocks
out the lights—and morning reveals a competitor’s dead body found on the
premises . . . Soon enough, Beth is the prime suspect in the suspicious death.
Fortunately, Zo isn’t afraid to put her investigative skills to work and prove her
friend’s innocence. To start digging for information, she appeals to Max
Harrington, a local Forest Ranger and unlikely ally. Though they’ve argued about
Happy Camper’s tours, in this case they agree on one thing: Beth isn’t a murderer.
Stranger things have happened than their collaboration. After all, this is Spirit
Canyon. But as the list of suspects grows, Zo will have to keep her guard up if she
doesn’t want to be the next lodge guest to check out . . .
A Shakespearean scholar inherits a beachside bookshop--and a murder
mystery--in this delightful new cozy series for fans of Kate Carlisle and Ellery
Adams. Summer Merriweather's career as a Shakespeare professor hangs by a
bookbinder's thread. Academic life at her Virginia university is a viper's pit, so
Summer spends her summer in England, researching a scholarly paper that, with
any luck, will finally get her published, impress the Dean, and save her job. But
her English idyll ends when her mother, Hildy, shuffles off her mortal coil from an
apparent heart attack. Returning to Brigid's Island, NC, for the funeral, Summer is
impatient to settle the estate, sell her mom's embarrassingly romance-themed
bookstore, Beach Reads, and go home. But as she drops by Beach Reads,
Summer finds threatening notes addressed to Hildy: "Sell the bookstore or die."
Clearly, something is rotten on Brigid's Island. What method is behind the
madness? Was Hildy murdered? The police insist there's not enough evidence to
launch a murder investigation. Instead, Summer and her Aunt Agatha screw their
courage to the sticking place and start sleuthing, with the help of Hildy's beloved
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book club. But there are more suspects on Brigid's Island than are dreamt of in
the Bard's darkest philosophizing. And if Summer can't find the villain, the town
will be littered with a Shakespearean tragedy's worth of corpses--including her
own.
Grounds for Murder
A Peach Coast Library Mystery from Hallmark Publishing
Murder and Marinara
A Taste of Murder
Little Bookshop of Murder
Recipe for Murder
Arden Lynn thinks she's found the perfect home in Cloverleaf Cove, an idyllic
beach town on the coast. Her new house has gorgeous view of the ocean and is
surrounded by nice, friendly neighbors, including one very handsome and
mysterious bachelor right next door and a former TV star at the end of the lane.
There are a few eccentrics living among her but as far as Arden is concerned that
just adds to her new neighborhood's appeal. But when one of those eccentrics
drops dead at the monthly neighborhood dessert and tea party, Arden quickly
learns that things aren't as perfect as she was led to believe and before long she
and her new friends are on a mission to figure out just which one of their
neighbors isn't so nice and friendly, after all.
One of BuzzFeed’s Highly Anticipated Mystery Novels of 2021! The first book in a
new culinary cozy series full of sharp humor and delectable dishes—one that might
just be killer.... When Lila Macapagal moves back home to recover from a horrible
breakup, her life seems to be following all the typical rom-com tropes. She's
tasked with saving her Tita Rosie's failing restaurant, and she has to deal with a
group of matchmaking aunties who shower her with love and judgment. But when
a notoriously nasty food critic (who happens to be her ex-boyfriend) drops dead
moments after a confrontation with Lila, her life quickly swerves from a Nora
Ephron romp to an Agatha Christie case. With the cops treating her like she's the
one and only suspect, and the shady landlord looking to finally kick the Macapagal
family out and resell the storefront, Lila's left with no choice but to conduct her
own investigation. Armed with the nosy auntie network, her barista best bud, and
her trusted Dachshund, Longanisa, Lila takes on this tasty, twisted case and soon
finds her own neck on the chopping block…
USA Today bestselling series! Sally Muccio’s had her crosses to bear: a cheating exboyfriend, crazy Italian parents, and an unfaithful husband, just to name a few.
After her divorce, she returns to her hometown to start a novelty cookie shop
whose specialties include original fortune cookies, served with a sprinkle of
foreshadowing. But there’s no warning when her ex-husband’s mistress drops dead
on Sal's porch, and police confirm it’s a homicide. Determined to stop her life
from becoming a recipe for disaster, Sal takes matters into her own hands. With
two very different men vying for her affection, dead bodies piling up, and a
reputation hanging by an apron string, Sal finds herself in a race against time to
save both her business and life—before the last cookie crumbles. The Cookies &
Chance Mysteries: Tastes Like Murder (book #1) A Spot of Murder (short story in
the "Killer Beach Reads" collection) Baked to Death (book #2) Burned to a Crisp
(book #3) Frosted With Revenge (book #4) Silenced by Sugar (book #5) A Drizzle
Before Dying (short story in the "Pushing Up Daisies" collection) Crumbled to
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Pieces (book #6) "The delightful whodunit kept me guessing until the end, and the
tasty treats had my mouthwatering from start to finish! A fantastic culinary
mystery in the vein of Joanne Fluke and Diane Mott Davidson!" —Gemma Halliday,
New York Times & USA Today bestselling mystery author "Catherine Bruns has
found a winning recipe for an exciting mystery mixed with a dash of humor and a
heap of danger. Add in a little romance for spice, and you get one sweet reading
treat." —Mary Marks, bestselling author of the Quilting Mystery series.
Lies Like Poison
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